
Name:  ____________________________   Spelling List E-17

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Isabel rapped the birthday gift in sparkly pink paper.      1.  _________________
     

2.  T.J.'s class visitted the art gallery on their field trip.      2.  _________________
     
            

3.  It seemed to Addison that the book belonged on a             3.  _________________
different shelf.                

4.  Mr. Jenkins prefered to sit at a window seat on the plane.  4.  _________________

5.  Justin understood math concepts very quickly.                 5.  _________________
                                         

6.  The electrician repared the broken light fixture.                     6.  _________________
 

7.  At least I managed to get dinner on the table on time!       7.  _________________
  

8.  Sabah awoak to the wind rattling the window pane.      8.  _________________
      
      

9.  Gabriel caught a frog near the pond.      9.  _________________
            

10.     The baby had a puzzeled look on her face.                         10.  _________________
               

   
11.  Naomi bought a gift card to her parents' favorite    11.  _________________

restaurant to give them for their anniversary.         
    
12.  Eric studied for his science test for one hour.                        12.  _________________
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13.    The landscape became bleak and barren when    13.  _________________
         winter arrived.                 
                               
14.    The potential home buyers withdroo their offer for the    14.  _________________
         house when they realized it had a leaky roof.    

                 
15.     Miss Evans and Miss Schmidt chated in the hallway.            15.  _________________
                                  
             
16.    Our flight to Orlando was delaid by two hours.             16.  _________________
                                           

               
17.    In 2013, Rachel travelled to Spain for a semester abroad.   17.  _________________
              
                               
18.   Toby won a sined jersey from his favorite hockey player.      18.  _________________

   

19.    The tiger stalked its prey silently, and then it atacked.          19.  _________________
                      

20.    Noel shook the snow off her boots before coming inside.    20.  _________________
                                                                           

Review Words

21. Kelsey finished her dinner quickly so she could go    21.  _________________
outside to play.        
              

22. The scientist handled the cemical substances with    22.  _________________
rubber gloves on his hands.   

23.  Jonathan was quieter than usual this morning.               23.  _________________
  

           Challenge Words
                  

24.     Eli memerized his lines for the school musical.               24.  _________________

25. The oil and water seperated in the glass jar.     25.  _________________
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ANSWER KEY

Fix the Misspelled Words

Circle the spelling word in each sentence.  
If the word is spelled correctly, write CORRECT on the line. 
If the word is spelled incorrectly, write the correct spelling on the line.

1.  Isabel  rapped  the birthday gift in sparkly pink paper.      1.  wrapped
     

2.  T.J.'s class  visitted  the art gallery on their field trip.      2.  visited
     
            

3.  It seemed to Addison that the book  belonged  on a           3.  CORRECT
different shelf.                

4.  Mr. Jenkins  prefered  to sit at a window seat on the plane. 4.  preferred 

5.  Justin  understood  math concepts very quickly.                 5.  CORRECT
                                         

6.  The electrician  repared  the broken light fixture.                   6.  repaired
 

7.  At least I  managed  to get dinner on the table on time!     7.  CORRECT
  

8.  Sabah  awoak  to the wind rattling the window pane.      8.  awoke
      
      

9.  Gabriel  caught  a frog near the pond.      9.  CORRECT
            

10.     The baby had a  puzzeled  look on her face.                       10.  puzzled
               

   
11.  Naomi  bought  a gift card to her parents' favorite    11.  CORRECT

restaurant to give them for their anniversary.         
    
12.  Eric  studied  for his science test for one hour.                      12.  CORRECT
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ANSWER KEY

13.    The landscape  became  bleak and barren when    13.  CORRECT
         winter arrived.                 
                               
14.    The potential home buyers  withdroo  their offer for the    14.  withdrew
         house when they realized it had a leaky roof.    

                 
15.     Miss Evans and Miss Schmidt  chated  in the hallway.          15.  chatted
                                  
             
16.    Our flight to Orlando was  delaid  by two hours.             16.  delayed
                                           

               
17.    In 2013, Rachel  travelled  to Spain for a semester abroad. 17.  traveled
              
                               
18.   Toby won a  sined  jersey from his favorite hockey player.    18.  signed

   

19.    The tiger stalked its prey silently, and then it  atacked.         19.  attacked
                      

20.    Noel  shook  the snow off her boots before coming inside.  20.  CORRECT
                                                                           

Review Words

21. Kelsey finished her dinner  quickly  so she could go    21.  CORRECT
outside to play.        
              

22. The scientist handled the  cemical  substances with    22.  chemical
rubber gloves on his hands.   

23.  Jonathan was  quieter  than usual this morning.               23.  CORRECT
  

           Challenge Words
                  

24.     Eli  memerized  his lines for the school musical.               24.  memorized 

25. The oil and water  seperated  in the glass jar.     25.  separated 
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